COMMANDCENTRAL ANALYTICS
UNCOVER MORE ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
Community expectations of public safety are rising. Yet,
budgets and resources are never enough, bringing new
meaning to the phrase “do more with less”. When it comes
to untapped potential, your data is a good place to start.
Crime analysis is not a new term but it’s importance is
growing. Analysts are capable of identifying trends and
patterns like few others can. But, they often face obstacles
to being most impactful - manual processes to access
and utilize data, generic business applications that lack
purpose-built tools for public safety needs and a lacking
ability to collaborate effectively and share the insights
they’ve uncovered.
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FIGHT CRIME SMARTER - AND HARDER
CommandCentral Analytics leverages data from your agency’s
CAD, RMS and other systems, a nationwide public safety data
exchange and over 10,000 public records databases to deliver
role-based intelligence to users across your operation.
With CommandCentral Analytics, analysts are equipped to
identify crime trends and patterns quicker, detectives can
more easily track down leads and invaluable insights can be
communicated seamlessly across your agency so officers can
more proactively engage with the community and fight crime
smarter - and harder.

In our 2017 Crime
Analytics Survey
of over 140 public
safety professionals
in the United States,

84%

indicated that they are
still using Microsoft
Excel for their crime
analysis needs.

KEY FEATURES
Unlimited Dashboard Creation
Enable your analysts to configure and save an unlimited number of
dynamically updating dashboards for quick reference.
Robust Analytic Visualizations
Intuitively present data on dashboards with various graphical widgets that
help analysts identify patterns and communicate trends.
Simple Visualization Controls
Simple, yet extensive controls enable analysts to narrow in on the data
they want to examine on a dashboard or particular visual.
Searchable Incident Reports
With the ability to surface granular levels of data from source systems,
analysts can conduct all their analysis from one place.
Advanced Entity Searching
Quickly surface information from across systems on people, vehicles,
businesses, virtual identities and even phone numbers.
LexID & Link Analysis
Organize search results and verify identities with 99.7% accuracy so that
raw, mass information can become intelligence.

Easy Dashboard Sharing
In-app dashboard sharing enables intelligence to be communicated across
teams for more seamless collaboration.
Comprehensive Reporting
Create standard reports that can be run on a specific cadence and can then
be sent directly to stakeholders via email.
Data Downloading
Make the most of your data not only within CommandCentral Analytics, but
in other programs with multi-format export support.
Predictive Crime Analysis
Enable officers on the street to better understand how crime is moving and
reacting in order to proactively patrol.

WHY COMMANDCENTRAL ANALYTICS?
Built To Leverage More Data
CommandCentral Analytics can utilize data from across a variety of
your systems including from any CAD or RMS. It also can access 298M
interjurisdictional records from other agencies and public records from over
10,000 sources.
Configurable For Any Role
Meet all of your agency’s analysis needs with a solution that is optimized
based on role and responsibility. Whether a chief or an officer, a detective
or an analyst, experiences are tailored with tools purpose-built for the
unique nature of their jobs.
Delivered as-a-Service
Cloud-based software-as-a-service is cost effective and optimizes your
operation by being secure and reliable while delivering new capabilities
regularly. It also allows us to iterate and implement feedback to better
meet your needs.

THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC SAFETY SOFTWARE
Investigative Project Creation
To ensure all information can be easily found pertaining to an investigation,
teams can save their work-in-progress as projects.
Accurint for Law Enforcement
Leverage an included enterprise subscription with our ‘Plus’ offering for
conducting more detailed public records search.

CommandCentral Analytics is built for uncovering more actionable insights.
But, it’s also a part of something more. We build software for missioncritical environments where every second matters. By unifying big data
onto a common platform and streamlining workflows from call to case
closure through a suite of intuitive applications, CommandCentral puts
your information to better use, improves safety and efficiency for critical
personnel and helps keep your focus on the communities you serve. Learn
more at www.motorolasolutions.com/software.

For more information about CommandCentral Analytics,
visit www.motorolasolutions.com/analytics.
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